Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
PRIVATE BANK ISSUES

2255*
Bills of Exchange, Hobart Town Oct 10th 1831 £17- to
Mr.G.W. Eldridge, To Jas Alder, Kentish Town endorsed on
back to E.P.Butler; another (Hobart Town 9th Feby.) 183(3)
£488.10.0 payable to Gamaliel Butler, on Robert Brooks,
80 Broad St London; another London (23 May) 18 (36)
£162.14.9 to Robert Espie, endorsed on back 'Pay Gamaliel
Butler J.T.Groom'. Fine - very fine. (3)
$1,500

2254*
Promissory Note, handwritten, July 13th 1812 for two
hundred and fifty pounds, payable to Captain J.James on or
before the 24th day of September, 1812, signed by G.Blaxcell;
together with a printed form of a notice of protest, signed
by Ellis Bent, Judge Advocate of the Territory of New South
Wales, showing that Garnham Blaxcell of Sydney, Merchant
by whom the original Promissory Note is drawn, had not
paid by 16th August 1813. Both items stained right and left
hand side, small tears to edge of left side crease lines, good
fine and rare. (2)
$700

2256*
Van Diemen's Land, Bills of Exchange, entirely handwritten,
£22.7.5 and £17.10- Hobart Town, 4th April 1832 for half
pensions for loss of sight of the left eye by Peter Roberts
Deputy Assistant Commissary General, to William Sargent
Agent for Commissariat Supplies London, endorsed on back
to G.Butler. Very fine.
$700
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2259*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof,
one pound, Melbourne (14th July) 18(63) pencilled, imprint
Perkins Bacon & Co London Patent Hardened Steel Plate
(MVR 2a) bottom margin pencilled "New form" April 14th
1863. Cut corners, extremely fine.
$400

2257*
Van Diemen's Land, Bill of Exchange, Commissariat Office,
Hobart Town (30th Septr.) 183 (5), one hundred pounds
sterling No 5952 payable to Gamaliel Butler on His Majesties
Treasury Whitehall London, signed A.Moodie, this third
carried by HL (Larchin) 1st Oct 1835, imprint S.Clayton.
Fine and very rare in this condition.
$5,000

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

2258*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof,
twenty pounds, Melbourne or Sydney 18, specimen printed
in manager reserve (MVR 1b) printed on card. Stained,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$500

2260*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof, five
pounds, Beechworth 3rd Septr. 1874, pencilled in manager
reserve To this 25th July/74 (MVR 2a). Two left corners torn
off, otherwise nearly very fine.
$400

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.
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2263*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof
five pounds, Melbourne, pencilled book margin "New form
September 1877', three hole punch cancellation (MVR 2c).
Cut corners, extremely fine.
$400

2261*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof,
one pound, Sandhurst (or at Melbourne) 1st Septr. 1874,
pencilled in manager reserve To This 23rd July 1874 (MVR
2a). Corner repairs, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$400

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

2264*
Bank of New South Wales, black and white specimen or proof
on thick paper or card, five pounds, Brisbane 18- (1848-59)
(MVR 7a-b), imprint Perkins Bacon & Co London Patent
Hardened Steel Plate, specimen printed in manager reserve,
12th April 1862 "Altered to this" in pencil at bottom (or
lower) margins. Cut corners as made, nearly uncirculated.
$500

2262*
The Bank of Australasia, black and white printer's proof,
one pound, Sydney 1st Jany. 1878 (MVR 2a) imprint Perkins
Bacon & Co London pencilled November 1877 in bottom
margin, three hole punch cancellation. Cut corners, nearly
extremely fine.
$400
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

In PMG holder as 63 choice uncirculated.
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2265*
The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, specimen set one pound, five, ten, fifty and one hundred pounds, Melbourne
18- (MVR ), missing a twenty pounds to complete, last four perforated ' Specimen/B.W & Co/London'. Uncirculated and
excessively rare. (5)
$90,000
The Commercial Bank of Australia was founded in 1866 in Melbourne and originally concentrated on small business and on farming. It was the only Australian
Bank to include inscriptions in Chinese on the banknote (probably as claimed that a prominent Chinese businessman on the first Board, recognised the potential
of the large minority of the overall population who were migrants from China). The text in Chinese translates as 'One Pound New Gold Mountain', (the Chinese
name for Melbourne, as San Francisco had been translated into Chinese as Gold Mountain at the time of the Californian Gold Rush a few years earlier).
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2268*
Excelsior Bank, Sydney, one pound not dated (18- printed)
No 8030, on paper, unissued without signatures, imprint
'Perkins Bacon & Co London lower left (MVR fig 173 and
p162; Tomlinson p.66). Large left margin, extremely fine
and rare, from the remainder booklet.
$900
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 106 (lot 2692 part) and 107 (lot 2865 part).

2266*
The Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, archival photo
print essays by Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers London,
front and back of one pound, printer's instruction includes
date 29.11.06 on back. Uncirculated. (2)
$350
2269*
Excelsior Bank, Sydney, one pound, not dated (18- printed)
No 8044, on paper, unissued, with large left booklet margin,
no signatures, imprint 'Perkins Bacon & Co London' lower
left (MVR fig 173, p.162; Tomlima p66). Extremley fine
and rare.
$900

In PMG slabs as 63, 62 uncirculated.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 106 (lot 2692 part of original remainder booklet)
and 107 (lot 2865 part).

2267*
Commercial Bank of Sydney, printer's proof fifty pounds
(1876-86) (MVR 3), red print with blue on denomination
only, on card, three small punch-hole cancellation, without
imprint of W&K Johnston Edinburgh for Cowan & Co.
Sydney. Good extremely fine and very rare.
$1,000
In a holder by PMG is 45 choice extremely fine, EPQ.
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2270*
Excelsior Bank, Sydney, 18-, set of black and white printer's proofs for one, five, ten, twenty and fifty pounds, individual
fronts and backs of the notes, on card except for the twenty pounds, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London on both sides,
printer's instructions on lower margins, three punch hole cancellations at Manager's signature reserve on the fronts (MVR
1). Cut corners, remnants of glue marks on back corners from being mounted, extremely fine or better and probably unique
as a set. (10)
$10,000
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive, Spink/Christie's Sale, Melboune, 23 May 1995 (lot 1191, part), Stanley Gibbons, November 1996 Sale (lot 19) and John Pettit
Pty Limited.
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2274*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, black and white
printer's proof, one pound, Ballarat 1st Jany. 1881, cut out
cancellation, lower margin pencilled "To this 29th July/81"
(MVR 2b). Two glue tip marks right back corners, otherwise
extremely fine.
$400

2271*
The Oriental Bank Corporation, one pound, Melbourne,
Victoria Jany 1st 1881, 971869 (MVR 1c). Two pin holes,
very good and rare.
$10,000

Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.

2272*
The Queensland National Bank Limited, black and white
printer's proof five pounds, Brisbane 1st January 1884 (MVR
1b) on thick paper or card. Cut corners as made, glue tip
marks on back of corners, otherwise good extremely fine.
$500

2275*
The Union Bank, printer's black and white uniface proof
five pounds Launceston, 1st Feby.1892 (MVR ), pencilled in
manager's reserve 'To This Decr. 1st 1891', imprint Perkins
Bacon & Co London Patent Hardened Steel Plate. Cut low,
very fine.
$400

In a PMG holder as 62 uncirculated.

2276
Bank of Victoria, Third of Exchange, Melbourne, 9 Nov
1868, No.33136, to E.Purrey Esq for fifteen pounds one
shilling; Union Bank of Australia, Launceston, Third of
Exchange to W.D.Grubb Esq. for sixty three pounds fifteen
shillings and four pence, 12th May 1859, signed over on
back to Josh Beaumouth; Commercial Bank of Van Diemens
Land, handwritten Launceston above Hobart Town, Third
of Exchange, to W.D.Grubb Esq. for four hundred and
twenty one pounds two shillings and six pence, 23rd Sept
1864. With folds, light creases and some foxing, otherwise
very fine. (3)
$150

2273*
Union Bank of Australia, black and white printer's proof, one
pound, Adelaide 18 specimen printed in manager reserve,
pencilled lower left 'May 3rd 1854' printed on card (MVR
2a). Stain, cut corners, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$500
Ex Perkins Bacon Archive and Keith Austin Collection.
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2280*
Ten shillings, calabash of G.A.Reed, Urandangie, Queensland,
No B 458, 192-, unissued note (MVR 2nd eds p.83). Paper
clip rust stain, very fine and rare.
$350

2277*
One pound, calabash, Wm.Fielding, Boulia, Queensland,
No X6335, 1st October 1914 (MVR p.46). Good very fine
and rare.
$420

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58A (lot 4869 part).

COMMONWEALTH ISSUES - PRE DECIMAL

2278*
Five shillings, calabash, Fieldings, Boulia, Queensland, 1st
September 1934 No 2471 5/- (MVR 2nd ed. p.47 note).
Fine and rare.
$500

2281*
Ten shillings, Collins/Allen (1915), N 531664 N (R.2c). Pin
hole, faded, otherwise very fine and rare in this condition.
$7,200

2279*
Five shillings, calabash, Fieldings, Boulia, Queensland, 1
Jun 1936, No 3933 for 5/- (MVR 2ND edn p.42). Fair and
rare.
$350

2282*
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923), A/10 418055 (R.4).
Light body to paper, otherwise nearly extremely fine and
rare thus.
$7,500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 64 (lot 3547) and Sale 71 (lot 2914, the John
Pettit Collection).
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2283*
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923), A/9 129242 (R.4).
Vertical folds and repaired tear, otherwise good fine.
$900

2287*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), B/28 259776
(R.7). Crisp, centre fold, otherwise extremely fine or
better.
$3,500

2284*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), A/40 588536 (R.5).
Left hand margin 1cm tear repair, light body, cleaned and
flattened, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$3,500

2288*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), C/8 991536 (R.9).
Natural body, slightly toned, good extremely fine and very
rare in this condition, one of the finest known.
$7,500

2285*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926), A/32 412902 (R.5).
Flattened, otherwise nearly very fine.
$1,500
2289*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/58 846999 (R.10).
Good extremely fine and rare thus.
$3,500

2286*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928), B/34 983012
(R.7). Crisp original good extremely fine.
$3,750
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2290*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/61 073009 (R.10).
Glue tip marks top two corners, otherwise nearly extremley
fine.
$2,000

2293*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/45 648342 (R.11).
Original body, slightly crinkled or creased, otherwise
extremely fine.
$650

2291*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), C/28 341141 (R.10).
Flattened, otherwise fine.
$200

2294*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939), E/74 489291
(R.12). Light or faded front, nearly uncirculated.
$1,400

2295*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/0 409663 (R.12).
Extremely fine.
$450

2292*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936), D/90 345872 (R.11).
Crisp, a few folds, otherwise good very fine.
$900
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2296
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) (R.12) (2); ten
shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.15) (VF). Nearly fine
- very fine. (3)
$120
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2297
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) (R.12) F/22 087182
(EF); ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.13) F/50
646460; ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (R.14) A/66 705683;
ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (R.15) B/45 829444. Fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$350
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2298
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R.12, 15, 16, 17). First very good, others extremely
fine - good extremely fine. (4)
$150

2302*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949), A/22 730245/7 (R.14)
consecutive trio of notes. Uncirculated. (3)
$2,250
2303
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949), A/74 297992 (R.14).
Flattened of multiple creasings, otherwise nearly fine.
$30

2299*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/66 170595/6
(R.13) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$1,750

2300*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/74 066246
(R.13). Flattened, nearly uncirculated,
$800
2301
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R.13 (2), 17 (3)). Very fine - nearly extremely fine.
(5)
$100

2304*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952), A/87 132490/9 (R.15),
a spectacular run of ten consecutive notes. Light quarter fold,
otherwise extremely fine or better and rare as such. (10)
$7,500
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2305*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954), AC/59 709916/7
(R.16) consecutive pair of notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$1,000

2307*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AG/32 436915/8
(R.17), four consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (4)
$1,000

2306*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/65 976427
(R.17L) last prefix in circulation. Nearly uncirculated and
rare.
$1,500

2308*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AH/53 226945/8
(R.17), four consecutive notes. Flattened extremely fine or
better. (4)
$1,000
2309
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) to ten pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1960) (R.15, 17 (2), 30a, 34a, 34b (4), 63), also one
dollars (R.78) (3). Very good - extremely fine. (13)
$200
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2310*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), No P805839 (R.18a),
red serial. Pin-hole to centre left, bottom edge tear to left
of centre, overall a full note, fine or slightly better and very
rare.
$17,500

2312*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), 065440S (R.18d).
Flattened vertical folds, otherwise extremely fine and very
rare in this condition.
$15,000

2313*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), 182310E (R.18d).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise good very fine.
$9,000

2311*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), T362379 (R.18c). Good
very fine and rare, one of the finest known.
$15,000

2314*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), 922690Q (R.18d). Left
bottom edge repairs, flattened, otherwise good fine.
$500
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2319*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923), H/34 578823 (R.23b).
Very good.
$100

2315*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913), A 025799 J (R.18e).
Good very fine.
$6,800

2320*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1926), J/O 472039 (R.25).
Limp paper, flattened, otherwise very fine or better.
$750

2316*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918), B 177349 J (R.21).
Better than extremely fine and rare thus.
$9,000

2321*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/63 141528
(R.26). Good extremely fine.
$1,500
2317*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918), B 506173 B (R.21).
Three vertical folds, otherwise very fine.
$2,000

2322*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), K/45 518132
(R.26). Slightly trimmed, otherwise extremely fine.
$450

2318*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923), H/53 511274 (R.23b).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$5,000

2323
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), J/47 325832
(R.26). Nearly fine.
$100

In a holder by PMG as EPQ 55 about uncirculated.
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2327
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), H/39 554832
(R.30a); Coombs/Wilson (1952), HB/32 198776 (R.33).
Good very fine; extremely fine. (2)
$100

2324*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), M/67 866239 (R.28).
Good fine.
$100

part

2328*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/37 132247, 9 (R.31)
close pair, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/33 613098/100
(R.34b) trio. Extremely fine; uncirculated. (5)
$300

2325*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938), P/71 781723/5
(R.29) consecutive trio of notes. Uncirculated. (3)
$2,000

2329*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949), W/52 744669 (R.31).
Centre folds, otherwise extremely fine or better.
$100

2326*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), H/10 686234/5
(R.30b) consecutive pair of notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$500
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2333
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R.30a); Coombs/
Wilson (1961) (R.31a); five pounds (1961) (R.50); one dollar,
Phillips/Randall (1969) (R.83); five dollars (1985) (R.209b)
(2), (1990) (R.214), (1995) (R.217a), (2001) (R.219)
consecutive pair and run of nine; ten dollars (1972) (R.304)
consecutive pair, (1990) (R.312), (1991) (R.313aL), (1993)
(R.316a) consecutive pair; twenty dollars (1993) (R.415F)
first prefix; first polymer ten dollars (1988) (Mc$10GF1) in
folder; Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate
for one pound, issued Queensland 1942; Australia Defence
Force, Canteens Order for five shillings, issued at Whyalla
3 Dec 1941 to SX 9555 Pte O.J.Mathew; together with
world banknotes, including Fiji, Germany, Hong Kong, The
Chartered Bank, ten dollars, 1.6.1975 (P.74b); Indonesia,
Israel, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, five dollars (1979) (P.2d),
ten dollars (1979) (P.11b); Switzerland, USA, five dollars
(1963) (P.383). Housed in a white note album, good uncirculated. (92)
$450

2330*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), HD/22 548386 (R.33);
(1961), H1/39 323255 (R.34a). Flat and crisp, ,nearly
uncirculated; uncirculated. (2)
$200

2331
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) (R.33) HC/24 073646/7
a consecutive pair. Good very fine - extremely fine. (2)
$80
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2334*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/1 661225 (R.38a), black
signatures. Extremely fine and rare.
$9,000

2335*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/3 749990 (R.38a), black
signatures. Good very fine.
$3,000

2332*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961), HK/39 074989/90
(R.34b) consecutive pair. Virtually uncirculated. (2)
$300

2336*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924), Q/5 401107 (R.38b), dark
blue signature. Right edge trimmed, flattened, otherwise
nearly extremely fine and rare.
$2,400
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2340*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/37 745771/2
(R.46) consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$2,800

2337*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932), Q/27 137893 (R.43).
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$15,000
Ex IAG Sale 78 (lot 441).

2341*
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941), R/67 853218
(R.46). Flattened, extremely fine or better.
$500

2338*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), R/1 824282 (R.44a)
pink face or cross hatching on portrait. Possible stain or tear
repair on left margin, otherwise flattened nearly extremely
fine.
$1,000
2342
Five pounds, Armitage/ McFarlane (1941) R/71 087037
(R.46). With "1941" in pencil on back watermark reserve
otherwise, good fine.
$50
2343
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) to Coombs/Wilson
(1960) (R.46, 48, 50). Nearly very fine - good very fine.
(3)
$200
2339*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933), R/16 556 410 (R.44b),
white face. Good very fine.
$1,400

2344
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949), R 242076 (R.47);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/4 617888 (R.48). Very fine; fine.
(2)
$150
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2351
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) (R.45) (2); ten
pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.62). Very good; fine;
nearly extremely fine. (3)
$200
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2345*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952), S/38 916216 (R.48).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$2,200

2346*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), TB/34 987964 (R.49).
Flattened, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$750

2352*
Ten pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918), 444689 W (R.52c).
Nearly fine and rare.
$16,200

2347*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), TA/01 483966 (R.49).
Flattened, nearly extremely fine.
$150
2348
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.49) and (1961)
(R.50). Very fine. (2)
$100
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2349
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) (R.49) (2) includes a
radar number, TA/28 050050; five pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R.50) (2). Good fine - very fine. (4)
$80
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2350
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961) (R.50) TC/88 350951.
Extremely fine.
$80

2353*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/3 329040
(R.55). Crisp original, good extremely fine or better and
rare thus.
$15,000

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.
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2354*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927), U/4 150970
(R.55L), last prefix. Good very fine and rare in this
condition.
$7,500

2358*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/7 481374/5
(R.59), consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$4,500

2355*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/0 646497/8 (R.57F),
consecutive pair of first prefix. Virtually uncirculated and
very rare as such. (2)
$40,000

2359*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943), V/12 169105/6
(R.59), consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$4,500

2356
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/0 509867 (R.57F)
first prefix note. Fine.
$850

2360*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/27 854959/60
(R.62), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$1,800

2357*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934), V/3 045962 (R.57L),
last prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$15,000
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2361*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/00 946268
(R.62F), first serial prefix. Some spotting and stain on back,
otherwise flattened very fine.
$350

2365*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/38 343370 (R.63).
Slight creasing on left, otherwise crisp good extremely fine.
$200
2366
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) (R.63) WA/41 782720.
Good very fine.
$100

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, from Roxbury's Sale (lot 909).

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2367
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/58 384552 (R.63).
Good very fine.
$100

WAR RELATED ISSUES
2362*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/03 381330 (R.62).
Flattened, nearly extremely fine.
$200

2363*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/17 406934 (R.62).
Flattened, nearly extremely fine.
$150

2368*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/I 658057
(R.13), short snorter, around twenty different signatures.
Good fine.
$80

2364*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960), WA/49 064805/6
(R.63), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$1,800

2369*
Commonwealth of Australia, Child Endowment Order, for
one pound ten shillings, 29 Mar 49, F 221685. Extremely
fine.
$150
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2370
Commonwealth of Australia, Child Endowment Order,
for one pound ten shillings, 1 Mar 49, H 222055. Nearly
uncirculated.
$150

SPECIAL NUMBER NOTES

2373*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/23 1000000 (R.17)
one million serial number note. Very fine - good very fine
and very rare.
$4,000
2374
Five dollars to fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996-7)
(R.218b, 516a, 516b, 518c), all radar numbers. Fine. (4)
$200

STAR NOTES

2371*
Twenty dollars, Steven/Henry (2007), specimen serial
numbers set of prefixes BH, BJ, CD, CK, CJ, CL, with serials
07 000 000 (R.421a), cut from a charity auction sheet.
Uncirculated and rare. (6)
$6,000

2375*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/95 26964*
(R.13s). Flattened, light body to paper, otherwise nearly very
fine and very rare especially in this condition.
$7,500

2372*
Fifty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2008), CK 08 000 000 and
(2009) CI 09 000 000 (R.521b, c) specimen serial number
notes cut from charity auction sheets. Uncirculated. (2)
$2,500

2376*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), G/52 02706*
(R.13s). Very good and rare.
$2,300
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2380*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952), W/4 97481* (R.32s).
Flattened very fine or better and very scarce thus.
$4,500

2377*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AE/96 06811*
(R.17s). Uncirculated.
$3,000
In a PCGS holder as Choice About New 55PPQ.

2381*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZAD 77082* (R.71s).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$750
2378*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AE/98 26638*
(R.17s). Cleaned and flattened, good very fine.
$750

2382*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1968), ZAL 85051* (R.73s).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$650

2379*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949), 1/9 78183/4* (R.31s).
Flattened extremely fine and very rare as a pair. (2)
$27,500
2383*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFE 77425* (R.81s).
Nearly uncirculated.
$1,500
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2384*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFE 94064*
(R.81s). Flattened of faint centre fold, otherwise nearly
uncirculated.
$750

2388*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZNC 63256*
(R.203sF). Original body nearly very fine and rare.
$1,000

2385
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZFE 97721* and ZFF
22161* (R.81s). Nearly fine; good fine. (2)
$400

2389*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZSA 00512* (R.301s).
Crisp, virtually uncirculated.
$1,800

2386*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZNB 14540* (R.202s).
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$3,000

2390*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), ZSB 95790* (R.301s).
Very fine.
$400

2387*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), ZNC 61041*
(R.203sF), first serial prefix star note. Heavily creased,
however good original body to the paper, otherwise nearly
very fine and rare.
$1,000
2391*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967), ZSE 69934* (R.302s).
Good very fine and very scarce.
$2,000
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DECIMAL ISSUES

2397
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) (R.78) DPN 905607/707
a run of one hundred, missing 667. Uncirculated. (100)
$250

2392
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71 trio, 74, 75, 76a [single, pair and run of six], 76c, 77
[four singles and a pair], 78 [two pairs and two singles]).
Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (27)
$180

2398
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982), DKK 107239/339;
446/500 DKL 107001/46 (R.78), two packs of one hundred
notes in sequence. Uncirculated. (200)
$400

2393
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.71); Phillips/Randall
(1969) (R.73) ARL 313502/6; Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.76)
CGZ 630031/3 a trio plus two singles; Knight/Stone (1979)
(R.77); Knight/Stone (1982) (R.78) DHD 022597/603 a run
of seven, DHT 028428/32 a run of five and DLS 154260/9
a run of ten. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (34)
$80

2399
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred dollars,
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.71, 74, 78 (2), 81, 83 (3), 203
(3), 206, 303, 304, 401 (2), 509a (2), 512, 609 (3)), also
mutilated pre decimal (R.17, 32, 50, 62) and polymer (416a).
Very poor - very fine. (27)
$500

2394
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967), AGY 429697 and
AHB 742041 (R.72). Tone spot to right near margin on first,
otherwise nearly uncirculated. (2)
$500

Sold with the wallet the notes were held in.

2400
One dollar - twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (196869) (R.73, 83, 203, 303, 403). Extremely fine - nearly
uncirculated. (5)
$100

2395
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) AHQ 964917 (R.72);
Phillips/Randall (1969) AUH 772092 (R.73); Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) BGA 028524 (R.74); Knight/Wheeler
(1976) DBP 456943/4 (R.76bF) consecutive pair test notes
DBP prefix; Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 946921/2 (R.78L)
consecutive pair last prefix notes. Good - uncirculated. (7)
$200

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2401
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to fifty dollars, Knight/
Wheeler (1973) (R.74, 83 (2), 85, 204, 205 (2), 301 (3), 303
(5), 304 (5), 305 (3), 306a (2), 401 (3), 403 (4), 404, 405
(4), 505 (3), 506b). Good - very fine. (41)
$600
2402
One to twenty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) (R.76a (2),
76c (1 plus trio), 86b (HQY trio), 206a (1 plus trio), 305
(Phillips/Wheeler) (TDU pair), 406a). Uncirculated. (16)
$200
2403
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966), FDX 128428/32
(R.81), five consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (5)
$100
2404
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81) FBR 477769/78
a run of ten including radar 477774. Minor foxing on a few
notes otherwise, nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (10)
$150
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2405
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) (R.81); Phillips/Randall
(1967) (R.83)(3) single and consecutive pair; Phillips/Wheeler
(1972)(R.84), 1974 (R.85); Knight/Stone, 1979 (R.87);
Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89)(20) includes consecutive pair,
runs of four (2) and ten; consecutive pair LQG 858986/7
(R.89L)(2). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (29)
$150

2396*
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976), DBP 479757/8 (R.76bF),
consecutive pair of test notes. Uncirculated. (2)
$200
In PMG holders as 65 gem uncirculated EPQ.
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2406
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81 trio, 83, 84, 85 (single and pair), 86b (pair
and broken run of six), 86c (2), 87 (2), 88 (ten singles and
a pair)). Good very fine - uncirculated. (37)
$240
2407
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) PFN 111006/7 (R.82)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$150
part

2408
Two dollars, Phllips/Randall (1968) (R.83) GBC 336912/3
a pair; Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.84), (1974) (R.85) a pair
of pairs; Knight/Wheeler (R.86) three pairs; Knight/Stone
(1979) (R.87) four pairs; Johnstone/Stone (1983) (R.88)
six pairs; Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89) a run of nine and
two pairs. Mostly good extremely fine - nearly uncirculated.
(44)
$150

2415*
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983), YLT 899998 (radar
number), also ten dollars polymer commemorative (R.310b).
Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$200
2416
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) to Fraser/Higgins (1990)
(R.209a (3), 212 (QGU run of ten)). Uncirculated. (13)
$100

2409
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), five original packs of
one hundred, prefixes LGJ (3), LGK (2) 067001/462 and
LGH 067463/501. Uncirculated. (500)
$2,000

2417
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990), QGP 400693/702; QGS
400619/58 (R.212), runs of ten and thirty consecutive notes.
Nearly uncirculated - virtually uncirculated. (40)
$400

2410
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), LDR 487599/699;
802/905; LDS 487517/607 (R.89), three packs of one hundred
each, with missing numbers in sequence. Uncirculated.
(300)
$1,000

2418
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), QKK 174529/619, 22-3,
25-35, 41 (R.213), original pack of one hundred notes in
sequence. Uncirculated. (100)
$800

2411
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAV 566121 (R.81);
five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 07 855423, AB 11
497916 (R.214) (2); Stevens/Henry (2007) HB 07 236659
(R.221aL) ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MGK/MGL
600357 uncut pair; Stevens/Henry (2007) GL 07 526659
(R.321aL); twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) AAJ 350724,
ABD 585777 (R.415); Stevens/Henry (2007) JC 07 726659
(R.421a). Very good - uncirculated. (10)
$200

2419
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), QPG 842708/6 (R.213L),
consecutive pair of last prefix; (1992) polymer issue with date
overprint AA/28 prefix (R.214). Uncirculated. (3)
$100
In PMG holders as 66 gem uncirculated EPQ (2), last as 67 superb gem
uncirculated.

2420
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.209) a consecutive
pair, MacFarlane/Evans (2001) (R.305), Stevens/Henry
(2007) (R.221), Stevens/Parkinson (2012) a run of five;
ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.309) a run of six,
Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310); twenty dollars, Coombs/
Wilson (1966) (R.401) (gEF). Good extremely fine uncirculated. (17)
$200

2412
Two to one hundred dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.89,
209a (7), 209b, 309 (4), 409a (pair), 509a (3), 509b, 609
(single and pairs)). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (22)
$700
2413
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAE 099527 (R.202);
Johnston/Fraser (1985) QDP 753701, QDP 753724
(R.209a) (2). First note uncirculated, nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (3)
$120

2421
Five to one hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212,
312, 412, 512, 612). Good extremley fine - virtually
uncirculated. (5)
$240

2414
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Johnston/Stone
(1983) (R.202, 204 (washed), 205 (2), 206a (three singles
and a run of six), 206b (2), 207 (2), 208 (8)). Except for the
second, very fine - uncirculated. (25)
$240

2422
Five to one hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) (R.212
(pairs and six singles), 312 (5), 412 (8), 512 (3), 612 (pair and
three singles)). Good extremely fine - uncirculated. (24)
$900
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2423
Five to one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991-2) (R.213
(pair and six singles), 214 (pair), 214i (pair), 313a, 313b
(2), 413 (pair, trio and a single), 513 (pair and single), 613
(2)). Uncirculated. (26)
$700
2424
Five to one hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) to Stevens/
Parkinson (2013) polymer notes (R.214, 221a, 310b,
316a (2), 318c, 320aF, 320a, 320cF, 321aF, 418b (2),
420cF-421bF, 422a (a), 516a, 520cF (2), 520dF, 618b and
409a (paper)), plus training notes (1984) (25). Very good
- extremely fine. (52)
$500

2431*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TCK 447375/6 (R.305)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$200

2425
Five dollars to one hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993-6)
(R.216i, 217a trio and six singles, 217b, 316a (single and
run of four), 416a (trio and five singles), 416b, 416c, 516a
(3), 616a (pair and single)). Uncirculated. (33)
$800
2426
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995), CE 95 816962/91
(R.217a), thirty consecutive notes, also, ten dollars (R.310,
McD.GF1) and circulated notes (R.77, 78 (4), 89 (13)). Fair
- uncirculated. (49)
$250

2432*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), polymer commemorative,
AB 57 717355 (R.310bL), last prefix. Vertical creases,
otherwise uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$700

2427
Five to fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996-7) (R.217b,
218a, 218b (3), 218c, 318a, 318bF, 318b, 416c, 418aF,
418a, 418b, 518a, 518b). Uncirculated. (15)
$150

2433
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAD 534263/5
(R.401) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$150

2428
Five, ten and twenty dollars, polymer notes, Macfarlane/
Evans (1996) to Stevens/Parkinson (2012) (R.218a (6), 218b
(14), 218c (12), 219 (7), 220a, 220b (4), 220c (13), 220d
(20), 221a (4), 221b (7), 222a (13); 316a (2), 318cF (2),
318c (5), 320a (9), 320c (5), 321a (8), 321b (6); 420a (5),
420d (4), 421a (11), 421b (3), 421a (4), some in consecutive
numbers). Uncirculated. (169)
$1,000

2434
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.401 (2), 403, 405 (3), 406a, 406b, 407a (2), 408
(3), 409a (2)). Fine - uncirculated. (15)
$400

2429
Five to one hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) to
Stevens/Parkinson (2013) polymer notes, (R.222b (18);
320bF, 320cF (pair), 322b; 422a (3); 521c (2), 522b (2);
621aF (pair)). Uncirculated. (31)
$650

2435
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972), XFR 002443
(R.404). Good extremely fine.
$50

2430
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.303 94), 304 (2), 305 (single and two pairs), 306a,
306b (2), 307a (3), 307aF, 307b (2), 309 (6), 312 (2)). Fine
- uncirculated. (28)
$370

2436
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), EJK 399912, 4, 7,
9 (R.409a). Nearly uncirculated. (4)
$120
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2444*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973), YAA 799813 (R.505F),
first serial prefix. Good very fine.
$100

2437*
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989), EXU 633569/70
(R.411), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$100

2445
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAB 428538 (R.505);
Stevens/Henry (2007) DA 07 826659 (R.521aL) last prefix
note. Uncirculated. (2)
$300

2438
Twenty dollars, Lowe/Fraser (2019), AA19 10098436/7
(R.427F) consecutive pair of first prefix notes. Uncirculated.
(2)
$200

2446
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) to Knight/Stone (1979)
(R.505 (3), 506b (2), 507 (2)). Fine - nearly uncirculated.
(7)
$400

2439
Twenty dollars, Lowe/Fraser (2019), EA19 0071240/1
(R.427L) consecutive pair of last serial prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$200

2447
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989), YYF 397891/2, 8/9,
907/9, 14, YYJ 491219/25; 49146/7 (R.511). Broken runs,
slight centre bends, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (17)
$900

2440
Twenty and fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989), EXU
633545/554 (R.411), YYB 904523/532 (R.511), ten
consecutive notes of each. Uncirculated. (20)
$1,000
In mailing pack from Greg McDonald, Umina Beach 16 Nov 1989.

2441
Twenty and fifty dollars, Phillips/Fraser (1989) (R.411 (12),
511 (9)). Very good - nearly very fine. (21)
$650
2448*
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998), JC98 986614
(R.518bL), last serial prefix. Uncirculated and very scarce.
$500

2442
Twenty and fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) (R.415, 515
(3)). First good very fine, others uncirculated. (4)
$200

2449
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) to Stevens/Parkinson
(2013) prefixes BE/98, AD/99, BA/99; CC, CI, CJ/99; AA/04
(2); CA, FE, FI/05; AF, CD, DA, EL, GA/06; AJ, CH/07; DM
pair, EE (2), EI, GB, HF/08, BL, BM, CE, JL/09; BJ, JA/13
(R.518b, 518c (5), 520b (2), 520c (3), 520d (5), 521a (2),
521b (7), 521c (4), 522b (2)). Uncirculated. (31)
$1,700
2450
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZBT 950988/90
(R.608) consecutive run of three notes. The first note with a
1mm stain front left/back right side, otherwise uncirculated.
(3)
$450

2443*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1973) YAA 840922 (R.505F)
first prefix note. Uncirculated.
$700

2451
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AA 96 003923
(R.616F) first signature prefix AA96. Uncirculated.
$250
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2458
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) (R.310) (Mc$10GF
1) blue presentation folder, contains a run of three and a
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (10)
$150
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2459
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), Bicentennial polymer
commemorative uncut half sheets of twelve notes (3), of
blocks of four (3) and strips of four (3) all in mailing tube
(McD.H2, 3, 4), also Cook Islands, twenty dollars (1987),
uncut block of six notes (P.5), in mailing tube. Uncirculated.
(10)
$800

2452*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96 988390
(R.616TF) first test note prefix AN96. Uncirculated.
$1,250

ERROR NOTES

2453*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) CS 96 861400
(R.616TL) last test note prefix CS96. With light centre fold,
nearly uncirculated.
$850
2454
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996), test notes AZ96
795824/5 (R.616T) consecutive pair. Uncirculated and
scarce. (2)
$900
2455
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996), test notes AZ96
795826/7 (R.616T), consecutive pair of notes. The second
with ink spill flaw on forehead, otherwise uncirculated and
scarce. (2)
$600

2460*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961), AF/84 958969 / AF/84
958869 (R.17), mis-matched serials, third digits. Good fine
and rare.
$1,000

2456
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) to Stevens/Henry
(2011), prefixes AC/96, GE/96 (R.616), DE/99 pair, DK/99
pair, EF/99, EK/99, F/H/99, GL/99, JH/99 (R.618b); AC/08,
DM/08 (R.621a), A1/10, CB/10 pair, (R.621b), AB/11
(R.621c). Uncirculated. (17)
$1,800

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES
2461*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1961), TC/12 51705* / TC/12
50705* (R.50s), mis-matched serials, fourth digits. Good
fine and extremely rare.
$9,000

2457
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), last issue in RBA pack
LPA 958492/6 (5 consecutive); LNL prefix envelope packs
(10) (McD $2GF/a); five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992), two
note (first and last) folders (15); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser
(1988), Bicentennial commemoratives in folders of issue (20);
ten dollars, Fraser/Cole, Fraser /Evans, first and last two note
folders (10). In packs of issue, uncirculated. (60)
$700

Ex IAG Sale 20 Sept 1987, later stated in MVR 2nd edition to be IAG Sale
5/96 lot 248 ($25,000). With research.
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2462*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/46 724351 (R.63),
partial wet ink transfer of back onto front. Heavy centre
fold, right margin stain, otherwise good fine and very rare
(not recorded by MVR).
$500

2465*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), KYK 720103 (R.89
missing simultan print phase on the back. Good very fine.
$1,200
Ex Downies Sale Sept 1994 (lot 679).

part

2463*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), NGC 741169 (R.203),
full wet ink transfer front on to back, also circulated R.213.
Tear lower left corner, otherwise very fine or better. (2)
$500
Ex Graham Bamford Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale July 2011 (lot
3172) earlier Sale 19 (lot 1218).

2466*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), KZB 540515 (R.89),
minor registration shift on front portrait. Extremely fine.
$50

2464*
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) KUK 928654 (R.89).
Missing simultan print phase on both sides. Good very fine
and rare.
$2,000
Ex Spink Noble Sale 38 (lot 3046).
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2469*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) (R.308), missing serial
numbers. Very fine and rare.
$300

2467*
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), PNP 057131 (R.209a),
missing simultan print phase on the back. Nearly uncirculated
and rare.
$1,200
Five other prefixes with same serial traced by Vort Ronald (P.42).

2470*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988), AB10 641517 (R.310bF),
first serial prefix of second release commemorative polymer
note, printed with the Captain Cook hologram off centre
in the DOVD oval by fifty percent (see MVR 4th edition,
p.117). Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$1,000

2468*
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990), QFP 347285 (R.212),
missing simultan printing phase on the back. Original body,
red uncirculated and rare.
$1,200

2471*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), MKN 672921 (R.313a),
serials printed at an angle (MVR p.136). Uncirculated and
rare.
$800

Ex Spink Noble Sale 44 (lot 3411).

Ex Spink Noble Sale 43 (lot 3631).
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2472*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985), VYJ 310827
(R.409a) partial wet ink transfer. Good very fine.
$100

2475*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991), RLV 769008 (R.413),
registration shift on the back. Good very fine.
$400

2473*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990), RAJ 133733 (R.412)
missing left hand serial. Corner fold, otherwise nearly
uncirculated and very scarce.
$400

2476*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993), RZV 665017 (R.415F)
missing left serial. Nearly uncirculated and very scarce.
$500

2474*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990), RAH 470438
(R.412), only part of left serial 438 printed. Flattened very
fine.
$300
Ex Roxbury's Sale May 1993 (lot 1097).
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